
My child has a 
POP….

What is a POP?



What does the SEN Code of Practice 2014 
say about record keeping?
+ It is for schools to decide their own approach in record keeping for SEN pupils.

+ The provision made for SEN pupils should be recorded accurately and kept up to date.

+ OFSTED will expect to see evidence of pupil progress, what outcomes are expected 
and a well informed approach to the monitoring and evaluation of the SEN support 
provided.

+ Schools should record:
+ Additional or different provision for the pupil

+ Accurate information about the pupil’s SEN

+ The provision provided for the pupil including teaching strategies and the impact of this support

+ Any involvement of specialists and when

This information should be shared readily with parents and be accessible to them.



We record this information in a POP
+A POP is short for Pupil Overview of Provision

+It contains:
+ your child’s information about their strengths and challenges, 

+ the professionals involved in your child’s care, 

+ The support in place for your child:
+ In the classroom

+ In groups including interventions they take part in

+ On an individual basis

+ A review of the support in place for each term of the year by the adults in class, yourselves 
and your child

+ Your child’s attendance will also be recorded on the document as well as their attainment 
through the year

+The POP is a working document which means it is constantly changing 
throughout the year



Your child’s information on the POP



What strengths 
and challenges 
your child has 

+ It is important that you add your thoughts as 
you know your child best

+ We need to always focus on what your child 
can do to help them with the things they find 
difficult

+ Strengths and challenges are discussed across 
the 4 areas of need as well as their 
independence and self-help skills. You can find 
more information about what the 4 areas of 
need are in the schools SEN information report



Which 
professionals are 
involved with 
your child 

+You can help school by 

making sure they have 

all the names of the 

professionals involved in 

the care of your child 

and any reports or 

letters not listed



What support your child receives that is in 
addition or different to their peers

+This is shown in 3 different columns for each term of the year
+ Quality first teaching strategies that will support your child in the classroom

+ Group work interventions that will support and develop your child. These could be 
in the classroom or delivered outside of the classroom and they could be delivered 
by the teacher, or a teaching assistant trained in delivering the intervention

+ 1:1 support, which means any support your child receives by a teacher or teaching 
assistant on a one to one basis. It is important to develop the independent skills of 
your child, so we encourage children through scaffolding as much as possible.

+This provision/support is then costed by the SENCo

+Further information about the different types of provision/support the 
school provides is shown in our SEN Information Report



Quality First Teaching

+It is the support your child receives in class through 

adaptations based on what their needs are.

+Quality first teaching strategies help to support your child and 

ensure your child is included within lessons to enable them to 

be the best that they can be.



Targets

+ Your child will be set 2 or 3 targets each 

term which will help them move forward 

with their development.

+ These will be personal to your child and 

will be set in discussion with yourselves 

and your child.

+ Targets will be reviewed termly with the 

class teacher and yourselves.



Review

+It is really important that you share your views on the support 

your child has received over the term and the progress they 

have made. This is then recorded on the POP to ensure your 

views are taken into account.

+The teacher or Teaching assistant will also ask your child what 

they feel has worked well this term and what they feel they 

would like support with in the coming term. This again will be 

recorded on the POP.



Further Questions

+If you have any further 
questions or would like 
to discuss your child’s 
POP, please speak to 
your child’s class 
teacher as soon as you 
can.
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